First time listed, Rutgers Business School ranks 34th worldwide in Aspen Institute’s prestigious Global 100 Survey

RBS Faculty research takes 12th in annual survey of MBA Programs integrating social, ethical and environmental stewardship

The Aspen Institute’s Business & Society Program released the 2011-2012 Global 100 of Beyond Grey Pinstripes and, participating for the first time, Rutgers Business School (RBS) was ranked 34th overall in the world and 12th for faculty research.

Beyond Grey Pinstripes is a research survey and alternative ranking of business schools that spotlights innovative full-time MBA programs that most successfully integrate social, ethical, economic and environmental realities into mainstream business education and research. The Global 100 schools are preparing students for tomorrow’s markets addressing the need for broader knowledge, skills and judgment with respect to the role of business in a competitive and fast changing world.

The 2011-12 RBS information submission for the survey was spearheaded by the Institute for Ethical Leadership’s (IEL) Research Director and Professor of Leadership and Ethics, Dr. Ann K. Buchholtz. “Not only are we pleased to be included in the Global 100 for the first time, but we are especially proud to be ranked 34th in our first year of inclusion, and that the quality of our faculty research was also so highly ranked,” said Buchholtz.

“Unfortunately, in the recent financial crisis and economic recession, we’ve all come to see what can happen when ethical leadership takes a backseat to the quest for profits,” said Rutgers-Newark Chancellor Steven J. Diner. “Through $2 million in funding provided by Prudential Financial Inc., Rutgers created the Institute for Ethical Leadership to be a force in reversing this trend. Strong corporate partnerships with global companies like Prudential provide distinct career advantages for Rutgers Business School students.”
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Teaching and research at Rutgers Business School are well aligned with the Aspen Institute’s goals. Dr. Glenn Shafer, Dean of Rutgers Business School notes, “In addition to our strong group of business ethics faculty, we have faculty throughout the school devoting their research and teaching to important issues such as urban entrepreneurship, social entrepreneurship, justice, trust, diversity, privacy, corporate governance, and integrity. Ethical leadership is a critical requirement to build healthy businesses. Sustainability is an essential practice for managers and leaders in a culture that too often rewards short-term goals and profitability at the expense of longer term growth prospects for their businesses.”

Lisa Podhayny, an RBS MBA student commented, “Rutgers Business School’s Aspen Institute ranking is a significant, world-class achievement. As a full-time MBA student and Co-President of Net Impact RBS, I know first-hand that my fellow students are driven to address complex social and ethical concerns. Net Impact and Rutgers Institute for Ethical Leadership are two of the many strong resources that demonstrate how well deserved an honor this is for our school. I am proud to be a part of an institution recognized by Aspen.”

“The role of business leaders and executives has expanded and changed dramatically over the years,” said Alex J. Plinio, co-founder of the IEL. “There is a strong need to address complex social and ethical concerns in an ever changing world. We understand very well how important the role of ethical leadership is in enhancing civil society, and we are striving to provide graduates and current managers and executives with the skill set and decision-making tools to develop into ethical leaders who create ethical cultures in their organizations.”

James Abruzzo, co-founder of the IEL said, “At the IEL we recognize the need to inculcate ethical leadership here at RBS, and this first-time ranking is extremely important to us. We also give special thanks to Ann Buchholtz, IEL’s Research Director, for her strong leadership in guiding this immense effort.”

According to Sharon Lydon, Executive Director of RBS MBA Programs, it’s an important time for the United States to emphasize ethical leadership in business and higher education. “RBS is in the forefront of ensuring that our managers and leaders embody the best of America and that our graduates, once again, will ensure that this country is always the undisputed benchmark for leadership in education and business.”